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After the Desk:  
Reference Service in a Changing Information 

Landscape 

By Amy Paterson 



• Responses to dropping reference desk 
transactions 

• E-resources: killing more than just the book? 
• Virtual reference options 
• Is Information Literacy the new reference? 
• Good practices: some key concepts 
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Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
Two additional disclaimers: 1. My experience and scope primarily concerns academic libraries2. I have a Canadian/North American bias.



Responding to dropping desk 
transactions 
• Cutting Hours 
 
• Single Service Desk (combining with circulation, IT or 

both) 
 

• Staffing with paraprofessionals 
 

• On-call reference librarians 
 

• No change 
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It would be hard to find a library where reference desk transactions are increasing, but there has been a lot of variance in how different libraries have been reacting to change. The examples shown are all different change management techniques that I have personally experienced, and I don’t think I can call any of them “best” practices, because they all had advantages and drawbacks, and what worked in one library may not have worked in another. In some ways, a flailing reference desk, means the end of a standard location or even a standard workflow for reference transactions, so your library may have responded in one of the ways listed here, or you may have done something else. My purpose here is not to advocate or criticize one particular way of dealing with your reference desk but to highlight some emerging practices and to propose a new attitude going forward.



Is the Book really dead? 
• Amazon Kindle book sales outpaced print starting 2012 

(Malik, 2012) 
 

• E-books still have an uneasy relationship with some libraries 
 

• Many people believe that the end of print books is the end of 
libraries (Siegler, 2013) 
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What does the book have to do with the reference desk? Well, they’re both dying, of course.While there is substantial evidence that the book is not actually dying (ebooks have outpaced print, but sales ratios have largely plateaued, and print is still preferred for children), many people (non-librarians) think that the proliferation of ebooks mean the end of libraries. And of course there’s so much research that contradicts this attitude (rising public library usage among young people, links between libraries and literacy rates), to the point that I’ve never heard a librarian express any fear for her/his profession on this account. So…



Why do we fear the Desk’s decline, but not 
the Book’s? 
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The simplest explanation in my mind is obviously that while books are not our stock in trade, reference is. If people are choosing to digest their information electronically instead of through paper, then that makes no difference to us, but if people Google their way through the information landscape instead of choosing to consult a librarian, then that represents a genuine threat.Both the desk and the book are traditional standards that are being uprooted by electronic services. And while there is still a place for our traditional standards (for example, Fitzzpatrick, Moore, and Lang’s 2008 study found that 95% of students still named approaching the desk as their preferred way of accessing a librarian), we also need to explore other options. Electronic resources allow patrons to access the library at a time and place convenient to them, so librarians need to meet this demand.



Virtual Reference 

24/7 
librarian 
expertise 

Chat reference 

Twitter/Facebook 

Text message 

Online tutorials: 
Subject Guides, 
YouTube videos, 

Infographics 
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Instead of a single location or conduit for reference and research, make your librarians the center of reference transactions. Let patrons know that as long as they can access a librarian, they can get answers.



Information Literacy: the new 
Reference? 

• Individual and group consultation stats increasing 
(Stevens, 2013) 
 

• In-class or in-library orientations form research foundations 
and establish the librarian as a trusted source 
 

• For-credit Information Literacy classes impart lasting skills 
and nurture a relationship between librarian and students 
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Consultations and information literacy sessions are increasing, which is wonderful, because these are ways we can empower the user and showcase the librarian as a valuable resource. Even if students remember nothing from their library session, they might still remember who the librarian was that came in to the class, and if they have contact information, all the better.For-credit information literacy classes are rarer, but they are an exciting trend. Teaching and testing information literacy skills is an excellent opportunity, and repeated sessions will impart the lasting skills that might get missed in a one-off. However, almost more importantly, going to a class week after week develops student-librarian relationships, and students grow to rely on the librarian in the same way they would a professor.



Good Practices: Some Key Concepts 

• Outreach 
 

• Flexibility 
 

• Connectivity 
 

• The result: A more organic reference department, moving 
with change, instead of fighting against it! 
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While I think it would be presumptuous for me to prescribe best practices for the post-Desk world, I’ve identified a few key concepts that are important in centering librarians in the information landscape and are perhaps currently lacking (or maybe just emerging) in our current reference practices.Outreach:Put your picture and contact info on your Subject GuidesEngage with social mediaApproach faculty, because they won’t come to youFlexibility:Adapt your approach to suit your current organizational cultureKeep up with the trends, and try new thingsIf something doesn’t work, that’s okayBe prepared to shift and change plansConnectivityCollaborate with Research Offices, IT staff, etc.Try embedded services where there is a needIf there is a service need, meet it



Comments? Questions? 

Amy.Paterson@nscc.ca 
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